


Workshop Aims

 To explore how children learn science within 
the EYFS and IB PYP curriculum

 To find out how science is taught in school

 To find out ways you can have fun with 
science at home

 To answer any questions you may have



The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, 
knowledgeable, and caring young people who help to 

create a better and more peaceful world through 
intercultural understanding and respect.

The IB programmes encourage students across the world 
to become active, compassionate, and lifelong learners

who understand that other people, with their differences, 
can also be right.

IB Mission Statement



 Myth #1: Science teaching is better left to the teachers. 

 Myth #2: Science is difficult. 

 Myth #3: I'm not a scientist and don’t know enough about 
science to help my kids. 

 Myth #4: I have to know the answers to all of my child's 
questions. 

 Myth #5: Science is all about facts and not very interesting. 

 Myth #6: Science requires equipment. 

Myths about science



Questioning Skills



 1) Why do we have to have toes on our feet?

 2) What are shadows made of? Why can’t I run faster than 
my shadow?

 3) Why do humans not have feathers?

 4) Is there really a man on the moon?

 5) Your eyes are blue does that mean the rooms blue too?

 6) Is the person your talking to (on the phone) inside your 
phone?

 7) Why can’t we have dinosaurs as a pet? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1nOPBEGIi8

Inquiry based learning
Questions, questions, questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1nOPBEGIi8


 We aim to help our pupils to be better lifelong learners and 
better adapters to change, by enabling them to be better 
questioners?

 Instead of only rewarding pupils for having the answers we 
celebrate them asking great questions. This way our pupils 
naturally become critical thinkers and problem solvers.

 Through questioning they learn how to make sense of what 
they are being told, doing, seeing so they know what to make 
of it or what to do with it.

The importance of questions
“What’s different about this is you’re interested in what we don’t

know, not just what we do know.”
Meier



Understanding the world

 People and communities- Children talk about past and present events in 
their own lives and in the lives of family members. They know that other 
children don’t always enjoy the same things, and are sensitive to this. They 
know about similarities and differences between themselves and others, 
and among families, communities and traditions.

EYFS Curriculum



Understanding the world
 The World- Children know about similarities and differences in relation to places, 

objects, materials and living things. They talk about the features of their own 
immediate environment and how environments might vary from one another. 
They make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things 
occur, and talk about changes.

EYFS Curriculum



 Technology- Children recognise that a range of 
technology is used in places such as homes and 
schools. They select and use technology for particular 
purposes.

EYFS Curriculum



Science at home



 Thank you for showing your enthusiasm for your 
child’s learning by coming to this workshop.

 We want to work together to provide the best 
learning for your child.

Thank you!!!


